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About This Game

Shoot your way through hundreds of drones, space mines, and asteroids while avoiding black holes and defending against a
galaxy eating extra-dimensional creature. Blasteron is a multi-directional shoot 'em up with lots and lots of drones. Blasteron, the
devourer of galaxies, has convinced many that his dark energy is the path to a better future. Instead these energy sources allow

him to enter this dimension. You must take back all of the energy sources and destroy Blasteron.
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Really Nice Game.

Yesterday I was browsing through games on the new games list. I saw this and liked the look of this 2D space shooter instantly. I
haven't played It for long, but I like the mechanics and hope to see more of this game developed!
-PLEASE develop more <3. Thank you for this game!

I saw you at the Denver Imdie Game Designers Expo and fell in love with this. Action packed retro asteroids style action. Great
for casual gaming or old school high score contests!

Great work, I look forward to more great things!
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